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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
FIGHTING BLIGHT COAST TO COAST: SECUREVIEW DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
IS NATIONWIDE
Market Demand and Company Growth Add Multiple U.S. Locations
SecureView, maker of the country’s first virtually unbreakable, undetectable board up
system, is announcing the expansion of its distribution network. With a total of 53
locations, SecureView is now protecting properties nationwide.
The new locations represent a year of significant growth for SecureView. In 2014, the
company announced the addition of 42 new distribution locations.
“SecureView is changing how abandoned and vacant buildings are secured and
protected,” said Robert Klein, chairman and co-founder, SecureView. “The addition of
our new locations makes SecureView products more broadly available, improves
neighborhoods and helps America eliminate plywood one board at a time.”
SecureView manufactures window and door systems to secure vacant and abandoned
properties, protecting and preserving the value of those assets. The company’s
products are an effective solution to alleviating neighborhood blight. Designed to look
like traditional windows, SecureView products provide natural light and a clear view into
properties, improving the safety and marketability of properties and their neighborhoods.
In addition to improving curb appeal, SecureView windows and doors are virtually
unbreakable and completely customizable. SecureView products protect properties and
reduce crime and squatting associated with plywood and steel board ups. SecureView
can be modified by the customer onsite to fit any window, and is quickly and easily
installed using a simple and effective compression bolt system.
“Protecting and preserving property values is our priority. The addition of our new
locations significantly strengthens our nationwide distribution network and extends our
reach,” said Klein.
With manufacturing headquarters in Indiana and flagship offices in Chicago and
Cleveland, SecureView products are available at 53 locations nationwide.
Click here to find SecureView locations.
About SecureView
SecureView is an alternative board-up system that is designed to look like traditional
windows providing clear views and lets in natural light. Made from recycled materials, it

is virtually unbreakable, which means it has the wherewithal to protect property from
intrusion, and reduce the crime and squatting so often associated with plywood and
steel board ups.
Our Mission
To benefit both lenders and communities by increasing the marketability of a property
while simultaneously fighting community blight and securing the asset long term.
To learn more about SecureView visit: www.secureviewusa.com or call 855-SCRVIEW.
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